The hadronic tau decay channel offers by far the best signature for heavy charged Higgs boson search at the LHC in the large tan β region. By exploiting the distinct polarization of the tau and its large transverse mass, along with the accompanying missing-p T , one can probe for a charged Higgs boson up to a mass of about 600 GeV in an essentially background-free environment. The transverse mass distribution of the tau jet also provides a fairly unambiguous estimate of the charged Higgs boson mass.
The charged Higgs boson carries the hallmark of a two Higgs doublet model and in particular the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). The two complex doublets correspond to eight scalar states, three of which are absorbed as Goldstone bosons. This leaves five physical particles -the two neutral scalars, a pseudoscalar and a pair of charged Higgs bosons H ± [1] . While one of these neutral Higgs bosons may be hard to distinguish from that of the Standard Model, the H ± carries a distinctive signature of the supersymmetric Higgs sector. Therefore the charged Higgs boson search is of considerable importance in probing the SUSY Higgs sector.
The charged Higgs boson couplings to fermions are given, in the diagonal Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa matrix approximation, by
where i denotes the generation index and tan β represents the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets. The QCD corrections are taken into account, in the leading log approximation, by substituting the quark mass parameters by their running masses evaluated at the H ± mass scale [2] .
It is clear from (1) that, for a charged Higgs boson lighter than the top quark,
is the dominant decay mode over the large tan β region. This is in striking constrast to the universal decay branching fractions of W into each fermion pair. This difference has been utilized to search for H ± in the top quark decay data of the CDF experiment in the τ channel at the Tevatron and obtain modest limits on the H ± mass in the large tan β region [3] . The search can be extended up to m H ≃ m t and over a wider region of tan β at the upgraded Tevatron and LHC, particularly by exploiting the opposite states of τ polarization coming from charged Higgs and W boson decays [4] , [5] .
But the search for a heavy charged Higgs boson, m H > m t , at a hadron collider is generally considered very hard, because in this case the dominant decay mode
suffers from a large QCD background. The dominant production process for a heavy H ± at the LHC is its associated production with a top quark via gluon-b quark fusion
or the related process of gluon-gluon fusion
Integrating out the kinematic variables of the final state b quark in the second case results in a similar size of cross-section (within a factor of 2) as the first. This is as expected since m b ≪ m t , m H . The prospect of a heavy H ± search at the LHC was considered in [6] , [7] by combining the associated production of H ± and t, with its dominant decay mode (3). The major background comes from the QCD processes of ttb or ttq(g), where the light quark or gluon jet could be misidentified as b. One could find a viable signature for the H ± via triple b tagging and reconstruction of t,t and H ± masses; but only over a limited range of tan β, i.e.,
The reason why these two regions of tan β are favoured is the enhancement of the tbH ± coupling and the resulting signal cross-section as one can clearly see from (1) 1 . More recently the analysis has been extended to the 4 b-tagged channel [9] , by combining the associated production of H +t b (5) with the dominant decay mode (3). Unfortunately, it requires the associated b quark in (5) to be hard, which reduces the signal cross-section by a large factor. Consequently this signature is again viable only over the limited tan β regions of Eq. (6) . It may be added here that the associated production of H ± and W ∓ bosons has been considered recently in [10] , [11] . Being a second-order electroweak process, however, the size of the resulting signal is much smaller than (4), while it suffers from the same background. Consequently, it does not seem to offer a viable signal at the LHC [11] .
The purpose of this work is to try to construct a viable signature for heavy H ± search at the LHC via its τ decay mode (2) . The importance of this decay mode for heavy H ± search at the LHC has been recently emphasized in [12] . However, there is as yet no quantitative analysis of this signal along with the relevant background. For the signal we shall consider the associated production of H ± with t via gb fusion followed by its τ decay, i.e.,
and its charge conjugate process. The major background comes from the tt production, i.e.,
and the charge conjugate final state. Even with a 50% b-tagging efficiency, the second b in the background will escape identification most of the time; and this will be impossible to distinguish from a QCD jet accompanying the signal in the LHC environment. Thus we have to start with a signal/background ratio, which is even smaller than the ttb channel, considered in [6] , [7] .
As we shall see below, however, one can kinematically separate the signal from the background in this case by exploiting the hardness of the τ -jet, its distinctive polarization and finally its large transverse mass with the accompanying missing-p T (p / T ). It is to preserve this last feature that we have considered the hadronic decay of the accompanying top in (7) and (8) .
The basic signal cross-section is obtained by multiplying the gluon-b quark fusion crosssection with the hadronic BR of top decay (= 2/3) along with the BR of H → τ ν, i.e.,
As mentioned earlier, here m b stands for the running mass at the H ± mass scale. It is adequate for our purpose to take [13] 
The m t in the first factor of (9) comes from Yukawa coupling and in the second factor from phase space. The corresponding values should correspond to the running and the pole masses respectively, which differ by 5%. For simplicity we shall put m t = 175 GeV for both and m τ = 1.78 GeV. The resulting branching fraction is B τ = 0.7 at m H = 200 GeV, going down to 0.15 at m H = 500 GeV, over the large tan β ( > ∼ 10) region of our interest.
We shall consider the hadronic decay channel of τ , which carries a better imprint of its hardness and state of polarization, while the leptonic (e, µ) decay of τ from a 200-300 GeV H ± will look similar to the direct leptonic decay of a W boson. We shall concentrate on the 1-prong hadronic decay of τ , which is best suited to τ identification. It accounts for 80% of hadronic τ decay and 50% of its total decay width. The main contributors to 1-prong hadronic τ decay are
where the branching fractions for π and ρ channels include the small K and K * contributions respectively [14] , which have identical polarization effects. Together they account for a little over 90% of the 1-prong hadronic decay of τ . The CM angular distribution of τ decay into π or a vector meson v (= ρ, a 1 ) is simply given in terms of its polarization as [4] , [5] 
where P τ = +1 (-1) for the τ coming from H ± (W ± ) decay and L, T denote the longitudinal and transverse polarization states of the vector meson. This angle is related to the fraction x of τ lab. momentum carried by its decay meson, i.e., the (visible) momentum of the τ -jet, via
It is clear from Eqs. (14)- (17) that the effect of τ polarization is to give a harder τ -jet from the signal relative to the background for the π and the longitudinal vector meson contributions; but it is the other way round for the transverse part. The latter results in diluting the polarization effect by 50% for ρ and practically washing it out for the a 1 contribution.
It is possible to suppress the transverse ρ and a 1 contributions and enhance the difference between the signal and the background in the 1-prong hadronic τ decay channel even without identifying the individual mesonic contributions to this channel. The key feature of vector meson decays, relevant to this purpose, is that the transverse ρ and a 1 favour even sharing of momentum among their decay pions, while the longitudinal ρ and a 1 decays favour uneven distributions, where the charged pion carries either very little or most of the momentum. It is easy to derive this quantitatively for the ρ decay. But one has to assume a dynamical model for the a 1 decay to get a quantitative result. We shall assume the model of Ref. [15] , based on conserved axial vector current approximation, which provides a good descriptin of the a 1 → 3π data. A detailed account of the ρ and a 1 decay formalisms can be found in [4] , [5] , along with the distributions of the resulting ratio,
for the longitudinal and transverse ρ and a 1 . It suffices to state the main result here, i.e., this ratio is peaked near 0 and 1 for the longitudinal parts, but at the middle for the transverse parts. This suggests two ways of suppressing the transverse ρ and a 1 contributions to the 1-prong hadronic τ decay channels [5] . The first one is to demand
i.e., over 80% of the τ -jet p T is carried by the charged track. It retains only the π and half of ρ L contribution, while sacrificing the other half of ρ L and a 1L along with the ρ T and a 1T . But it gives a robust signature of a very hard single track, accounting for over 80% of the calorimetric energy deposit. The second method is to demand a hard distribution in
i.e., the difference of momenta carried by the charged track and the accompanying neutral pion(s) instead of their sum. It retains most of the ρ L and a 1L contributions along with the π, since it includes both r ≃ 1 and r ≃ 0 regions. However, the latter corresponds to a soft charged track along the direction of a hard calorimetric energy deposit, which could be deflected away from this direction by the magnetic field. Note that this part is present even in the normal p T distribution of the 1-prong τ -jet, but not the one satisfying (19). Hopefully this problem will be taken care of in a more sophisticated analysis including detector simulation. For the present purpose we shall illustrate the enhancement of signal/background ratio via both methods, without worrying about this problem.
Our results are based on a parton level Monte Carlo calculation of the signal and background processes (7) and (8), followed by the 1-prong hadronic decay of τ via π, ρ and a 1 . The LO cross-sections for the signal and background processes are convoluted with the LO parton distributions of CTEQ 4L [16] using the threshold energies, (m H + m t ) and 2m t , as the scale parameter. We have checked that the resulting cross-sections are 10-20% higher than those obtained with the NLL parton distributions of MRS (G) [17] . The parton distributions were used via the CERN pdflib version 7.09.
We have tried to simulate detector resolution by a gaussian smearing of p T , with (
, for all the jets including the τ -jet. The p / T is obtained by vector addition of all these p T 's after the gaussian smearing. As a basic set of selection cuts we require p T > 20 GeV and η < 3 (21) for all the jets, where η denotes pseudorapidity. Only the b-jet accompanying τ in the background process (8) is not subject to this constraint. We also require a minimum separation of
between each pair of jets, where φ denotes the azimuthal angle. The jets are required to satisfy the W and top mass constraints, i.e.,
With the above resolution smearing, these mass constraints are satisfied essentially without any loss to the signal or background. We shall also require the third jet, entering the top mass constraint, to be b-tagged for an unambiguous identification of the accompanying top. The signal and background cross-sections presented below are to be multiplied by the corresponding efficiency factor, which may be optimistically assumed to be ∼ 0.5. Table 1 shows the signal cross-sections for m H = 200, 400 and 600 GeV at tan β = 40 along with thett background. The cross-sections, obtained with the basic selection cuts of Eqs. (21)-(23), are shown in the first row. At this stage the background is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than the signal. The second row shows the cross-sections after a
cut on the τ -jet. As expected, it reduces the background more severely than the signal, so that it is now 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than the signal. The signal/background ratio can be improved further by exploiting the τ polarization effect as discussed above. The third row shows the cross-section for p c T > 100 GeV ,
where p c T denotes the p T of the τ -jet satisfying (19), i.e., where the charged track carries over 80% of the p T . It reduces the background by a factor of 6, while costing a factor of 2 to the signal. The fourth row shows the cross-sections for ∆p T > 100 GeV .
The signal and background cross-sections in this case are similar to the previous case. Figures 1a,b,c show the distributions of the signal and background cross-sections against p T , p
Thus the separation of the signal and background in the m t distribution may be less clean, particularly if the uncertainty in the p / T turns out to be larger than that suggested by the assumed resolution smearing. On the other hand, if it is possible to separate the two from the m T distribution, then the polarization effect can be used as a confirmatory test of the signal. We have checked that the background cross-section at large m T (> 100 GeV) is dominated by the transverse ρ and a 1 contributions. Consequently its distribution in the ratio r (18) vanishes at r ≃ 0 and 1 while peaking in the middle. In contrast the signal is dominated by the π, ρ L and a 1L contributions, showing peaks at r ≃ 0 and 1, and a dip in the middle.
Assuming that the signal can be clearly separated from the background from the m T or m c T distribution, the H ± discovery limit of the LHC will be primarily determined by the signal size. The size of the signal cross-sections shown in Fig. 3a ,b corresponds to those listed in the second and third rows of Table 1 . They have to be multiplied by the b-tagging efficiency of ∼ 0.5. Still one expects a signal size of at least 1 fb up to m H = 600 GeV. This will correspond to at least 100 events with the expected annual luminosity of 100 fb −1 for the high luminosity run of the LHC -i.e., a total of at least 300-400 events over a period of 3-4 years. Of course we have concentrated so far on a favourable value of tan β = 40. For lower values of tan β the signal cross-section is expected to go down like tan 2 β. Thus one expects a total of at least 100 (25) signal events at tan β = 20 (10), for a H ± mass going up to 600 GeV. Hence the hadronic τ decay channel seems to offer a viable signature for the H ± search at the LHC up to 600 GeV over a sizeable part of the large tan β region, i.e., tan β > ∼ 10.
In summary, we have analysed the prospect of a heavy H ± search at the LHC via its hadronic τ decay channel. The dominant signal comes from the associated production of H ± with a top quark, while the dominant background is from top pair production. Although the signal is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the background, it can be effectively separated by exploiting the hardness and the distinctive polarization of the τ coming from H ± decay. In particular an effective method of utilizing the polarization effect is to select the 1-prong hadronic τ jets, where the charged prong carries over 80% of its visible momentum. The resulting transverse mass of the τ jet with the accompanying p / T shows a clear separation between the signal and the background, as well as providing a fairly unambiguous estimate of the H ± mass. Thus the viability of the signal is primarily determined by the signal size. For the high luminosity run of the LHC, one expects a viable signal up to the H ± mass of 600 GeV over the large tan β ( > ∼ 10) region.
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